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The detection of individual molecules has found widespread application in molecular biology, photochemistry, polymer chemistry, quantum optics and super-resolution microscopy. Tracking of an individual molecule in time has allowed identifying discrete molecular photodynamic steps, action of molecular motors, protein folding, diffusion, etc. down to the picosecond level. However, methods to study the ultrafast electronic and vibrational molecular dynamics at the level of individual molecules have emerged only recently. In this review we present several examples of femtosecond single molecule spectroscopy. Starting with basic pump–probe spectroscopy in a confocal detection scheme, we move towards deterministic coherent control approaches using pulse shapers and ultra-broad band laser systems. We present the detection of both electronic and vibrational femtosecond dynamics of individual fluorophores at room temperature, showing electronic (de)coherence, vibrational wavepacket interference and quantum control. Finally, two colour phase shaping applied to photosynthetic light-harvesting complexes is presented, which allows investigation of the persistent coherence in photosynthetic complexes under physiological conditions at the level of individual complexes.

Key learning points
(1) Strategies to acquire the femtosecond dynamic response of single molecules.
(2) Intramolecular vibrational relaxation of a single molecule.
(3) Electronic coherence and quantum control of individual molecules at room temperature.
(4) Vibrational wavepacket interference in a single molecule.
(5) Coherent electronic energy transfer of individual photosynthetic complexes at room temperature.

1. Introduction: motivation for femtosecond single-molecule detection

Over the last 25 years the optical detection of single molecules has developed tremendously.1–4 Observing individual molecules one by one removes the usual ensemble averaging and enables the detection of the different subpopulations present in complex and heterogeneous systems (Fig. 1). Furthermore, following the behaviour of individual molecules in time, without the need to synchronize the ensemble, provides extensive insights into the dynamic behaviour of (bio-)molecules.5 Individual molecules are influenced by their local environment, resulting in variations from molecule to molecule in their steady state absorption/emission spectra, transition dipole orientation, triplet and fluorescence lifetimes, etc.6–9 Single molecule experiments consistently show that chemically identical molecules exhibit large spatial and temporal heterogeneity for all parameters studied.

The dynamic range of the processes that can be studied in conventional single molecule experiments is typically limited. Detecting the Stokes shifted fluorescence arising from an individual molecular system has proven to be the most straightforward way to enable background free detection and discriminate the weak response of a single molecule from both the scattered irradiation field and the signal of the surrounding medium.10 Indeed, using efficient photon counters, typically 10⁵–10⁶ counts per second are detected from a single fluorescent molecule. Fig. 2 shows the typical timescales of some of...
the processes taking place in large organic molecules which are commonly studied in single molecule experiments. Unfortunately the spontaneous emission of a fluorescence photon is a relatively slow process typically occurring on a nanosecond timescale.\textsuperscript{2–4} In contrast, electronic dephasing, excitation energy transfer, charge transfer, intramolecular vibrational energy relaxation and vibrational motions all occur on a femtosecond to picosecond timescale, much faster than the spontaneous fluorescence emission. As a result the ultrafast processes are out of reach for conventional fluorescence based single molecule detection and novel schemes are required to bring ultrafast spectroscopy to the realm of single molecules.

The study of femtosecond (fs) to picosecond (ps) molecular dynamics and energy transfer processes was, until recently, the exclusive domain of advanced ensemble pump–probe techniques, detecting large populations of molecules and yielding only average molecular response. The recurring principle of such pump probe experiments is the use of a short pulse to optically pump a set of molecules to a particular state, thus synchronizing a subset of the ensemble. Next, a second, delayed pulse probes the evolution of the created population. In most experiments, a fast, coherent process, such as excited state absorption is measured to follow the evolution of the system.

The study of femtosecond to picosecond molecular dynamics and energy transfer processes was, until recently, the exclusive domain of advanced ensemble pump–probe techniques, detecting large populations of molecules and yielding only average molecular response. The recurring principle of such pump probe experiments is the use of a short pulse to optically pump a set of molecules to a particular state, thus synchronizing a subset of the ensemble. Next, a second, delayed pulse probes the evolution of the created population. In most experiments, a fast, coherent process, such as excited state absorption is measured to follow the evolution of the system.

Bulk pump–probe techniques are limited to processes that can be optically synchronized; the implicit assumption underlying those experiments is that all molecules involved are identical, including having no or identical interaction with an environment (solvent, embedding crystal, carrier gas). A large number of interesting (biological) processes do not meet this criterion, as these are, by definition, characterized by a high degree of static and dynamic disorder and are highly environment dependent.

At the same time, ultrafast processes play a crucial role in the functioning of both natural and synthetic molecular assemblies. Isomerization of the retinal in rhodopsins can happen on femtosecond timescales, starting the signalling pathway in vision; autofluorescent proteins undergo complex photocycles on timescales spanning several orders of magnitude; exciton transfer in conjugated polymers, holding the promise of molecular electronics, occurs at ultrafast timescales. Closely packed molecules interact via dipole–dipole coupling resulting in the transfer or even in the delocalization of the excited state energy over multiple chromophores, which is the basis of FRET, widely used as a labelling technique to measure proximity. The ultrafast energy transfer in light harvesting complexes is vital for collecting the sun’s energy and converting it efficiently into the chemical energy needed to sustain life; remarkably in recent years intriguing coherences have been observed in the fs dynamics of such light harvesting complexes which are thought to play a role in the transfer efficiency.\textsuperscript{11,12} All these types of assemblies, and biological systems in particular, feature a high degree of (conformational and electronic) disorder. It is therefore very relevant to investigate such heterogeneous molecular assemblies using a technique that allows us to differentiate the dynamics of individual quantum units (molecules, polymer chains, light harvesting complexes, proteins etc.), in interaction with their environment, at ultrafast timescales. The first step
towards achieving this goal is to detect such fast and coherent processes at the level of single quantum units.

The gap between the detection of ultrafast timescales and single quantum systems was first closed by Lienau and co-workers,13 who studied quantum wells and dots, where at cryogenic temperatures the increased absorption cross-section allows standard pump probe methods to be used. A second set of interesting experiments, by Hell and co-workers,14 used picosecond pulses at different wavelengths to suppress the fluorescence of individual molecules by stimulated emission depletion (STED) to increase spatial resolution in optical microscopy; indeed single molecule resolution towards 10 nm was achieved15 and even the excited state absorption cross-section determined,16 yet no time resolved information was reported.

A decade ago we started to explore fluorescence-detected pump–probe techniques to enable the detection of phenomena in single molecules taking place on femtosecond timescales and under ambient conditions. In 2004 we bridged the gap between “ultrafast” and “single molecule” detection by recording first ultrafast transients17,18 which was a first step towards addressing fs processes in molecular assemblies, to be studied on the nanoscale under ambient conditions.

In this review we present an overview of various ultrafast excitation schemes for the analysis of individual quantum systems. We show the various aspects of molecular dynamics that can be observed (electronic coherence decay, energy transfer) and induced (molecular qubit flipping, vibrational wavepacket interference) using these techniques. We further demonstrate that many photophysical parameters can be retrieved from ultrafast single-molecule data, e.g. pure electronic dephasing times, incoherent vibrational relaxation times, and vibrational energies. First we reconsider the potential of incoherent pump–probe (dump) single molecule spectroscopy, both single colour and two colour.17,19 Next we move to more versatile coherent schemes, using broad band lasers and pulse shapers.20 We demonstrate the detection and manipulation of vibrational wavepackets21 and fs electronic coherence22 in individual molecules in the excited state, all at room temperature. Finally we present two-colour phase control as an approach to address coherence in the energy transfer of multichromophoric photosynthetic light-harvesting complexes.23

2. Routes to ultrafast single molecule detection

Ultrafast fs spectroscopy on ensembles is generally realized in absorption contrast or through non-linear response. For example, in transient absorption spectroscopy one records the changes in the absorption spectrum as a function of the time delay of a probe to a fs pump pulse. Particularly powerful is 2-dimensional electron spectroscopy (2D-ES) which combines a 4-wave mixing scheme with a photon echo approach to determine the fs response over a broad range of frequencies, providing insight into both diagonal and off-diagonal coupling of electronic transitions.11,12,24–26

The very first single molecule detection (under cryogenic conditions) by the Moerner group was actually based on absorption.1 Yet soon it was realized that the background-free fluorescence detection scheme devised by Orrit and Bernard was much more versatile.2 Single molecule detection using counting fluorescence photons has dominated the field ever since.3–4 For a single molecule with a fluorescence quantum yield close to unity and typical fluorescence lifetimes of 1–5 nanoseconds, typically 108 to 1011 fluorescence photocounts are detected per second. As the photobleaching probability is typically 10–6 per photocycle for a fluorophore at room temperature, this results in observation times of a few seconds only. These relatively few and “slow” fluorescence photons are not easily compatible with detection of fs dynamics. Ideally, ultrafast single molecule detection would require a better detection scheme than one relying on fluorescence.

However, the absorption cross-section σ of a single molecule at room temperature is 106–108 times smaller than the area k2 of a diffraction-limited spot. Thus one faces a severe background problem in trying to distinguish the absorption of a single molecule against an incident laser beam. Yet recently interesting room-temperature experiments have been presented, by the Xie and Sandoghdar groups, showing the detection of individual fluorophores in direct absorption, using differential transmission techniques27 and ultrasensitive balanced photodetectors28,29 as well as by the Orrit group who exploited photothermal contrast to detect individual molecules and to determine the absorption cross-sections.30 Unfortunately, for photothermal measurements high laser powers are required to locally heat the sample, which is not feasible for biomolecules, because these are very sensitive and easily disassemble under such conditions. Moreover, the signal-to-background of all these efforts does not deviate much from unity. In absorption measurements, this could be improved by close-by nanoparticles that enhance the absorption rate, yet, it is still unclear how the presence of such particles influences the molecular dynamics itself.

Raman scattering is an interesting alternative: Raman is fast (fs–ps) and free of the excitation background. Unfortunately the cross section for Raman is about 1012 times smaller than the cross-section for fluorescence, which renders detection of Raman scattering from a single molecule close to impossible. Using strong enhancement by metal nanoparticles (SERS, Surface Enhanced Raman Scattering), Raman spectra of single molecules have been detected.31 Yet signals are weak and the molecule needs to be in very close proximity to a metal surface. Coherent Anti-stokes Raman Spectroscopy (CARS) provides ps resolution Raman spectra and has been realized with a sensitivity down to ~10 molecules, by the Xie-group.32 An interesting alternative to address single molecular vibrations, based on a three-photon fluorescence excitation scheme, was proposed by the Orrit group.33

Finally, detection of stimulated emission is the natural alternative to stimulated absorption measurements. Indeed the detection of a very small number of (non-florescent) molecules by stimulated emission has been shown.34 The Hell
group\(^{16}\) used STED of fluorescence to measure the stimulated emission cross-section for the STED-transition of single molecules at room temperature. Yet the detection of stimulated emission of a single molecule at room temperature is still to be shown. Moreover, the stimulated emission signal is very sensitive to the wavelength, duration, and timing of the stimulation pulse. In combination with the complex pulse sequences needed to address ultrafast dynamics in molecular systems, this poses a big challenge at the single-molecule level.

Thus, despite progress on various alternatives, for single fluorescent molecules the best signal-to-noise and signal-to-background ratios are still achieved by recording the incoherent spontaneous fluorescence emission. All experiments presented in this review rely on fluorescence detection. This is done on an epi-confocal microscope. Single molecules are embedded in a thin (20–100 nm) polymer (PMMA, PVA) layer at a concentration of around $10^{-9}$ molar. Confocal microscopy consists of focusing a laser beam down to its diffraction limit and raster scanning either the sample or the beam to build up an image of intensity as a function of position. It relies on rejection of out-of-focus fluorescence by imaging the laser focus on a pinhole. In the case of the experiments described here, avalanche photodiodes with sufficiently small detection areas were used such that the detection area itself effectively functioned as a pinhole. While the pulse trains described in the various paragraphs are created in different fashions and with different lasers, the excitation–detection setup is identical. A high numerical aperture (1.3NA) objective is used to focus the light on the sample and collect the fluorescence emitted by the molecule. The fluorescence is separated from the excitation light by an appropriate dichroic mirror, passes suitable long-pass filters to reject residual laser light, and is finally detected using an avalanche photodiode. The sample scanning, delay-line positioning, pulse shapers, shutters etc. are all computer controlled.

The main challenge in ultrafast single molecule experiments is therefore to translate information about the ultrafast dynamics into changes in the probability for spontaneous emission, which is directly related to the excited-state population probability.

3. Incoherent single molecule pump–dump spectroscopy

In a typical fluorescence experiment, an electronic molecular transition $S_0\rightarrow S_1$ is excited by irradiation with a light source, e.g. a short (femtosecond) laser pulse. If the fluorescence quantum yield ($\Phi$) of the system is close to unity, the resulting photo-generated excited state will decay to vibrationally lower lying states via Intramolecular Vibrational Relaxation (IVR) on a picosecond timescale and, after some nanoseconds, the molecule will finally return to the electronic ground state by spontaneous emission of a photon. In an initial basic approximation we ignore coherent effects for laser pulses longer than the coherence time of the transition ($\sim$ 20–80 fs for large organic molecules at room temperature), such that population rates are sufficient to describe the dynamics. Then the competition between absorption and stimulated emission restricts the maximum population probability of photo-exciting a molecule to fifty percent, a limit situation referred to as saturation of the optical transition.

In the pump–dump experiments presented here an individual molecule is irradiated with two intense, short laser pulses whose mutual delay can be varied (Fig. 3A).\(^{17,18}\) If saturation is achieved with the first laser pulse, adding a second identical pulse at the same time will not increase the chance that the molecule ends in the excited state. As a result, the fluorescent signal will not rise. The situation is different when the second pulse arrives after some delay. After the first pulse has passed, the molecule will have an equal probability to reside in the excited state or in the ground state. When the molecule was left in the excited state, it will have redistributed some of its energy...
by the time the second pulse arrives. The molecule will be in a state from where it can no longer be stimulated back to the ground state by the second pulse and it will ultimately decay by emitting a fluorescence photon. If the molecule remained in the ground state after the first pulse passed, the second pulse will have a chance to excite the molecule, thus leading to an increase in the total fluorescence signal. Consequently, varying the time delay between the pulses will result in modulation of the fluorescence emission intensity, with a minimum in the detected signal for zero time delay. The rise time from the minimum to the plateau at long delays is a measure of the time that the molecule remains in the initial excited state. Molecules that redistribute their excited state energy quickly will result in more narrow minima. Using a three level model of the energy levels in the molecule and taking into account the length of the laser pulses it is relatively straightforward to fit the data and recover the energy redistribution time (τrer). However, this model is too simplistic at timescales below 100 fs, for which coherence does play a role and the phase between the pulses needs to be taken into account, as we will see later.

Pump–dump measurements on single molecules are performed in an experimental setup schematically presented in Fig. 3B. Typically a mode-locked laser or (frequency doubled) optical parametric oscillator provides the visible laser pulses (here ~280 fs, repetition rate 1 MHz) to irradiate the sample, while maintaining saturating peak powers. The laser pulses are split on a beam splitter and recombined on the same beam splitter after reflection on corner mirrors. One of the mirrors is placed on a translation stage allowing the delay between the pulses to be varied from ~3 to +3 ps in a few seconds. The delay line is not phase-stabilized, such that the phase is averaged during the photon counting integration time. A shutter is placed in one of the branches such that one of the pulses can be temporally blocked and therefore the behaviour of the system followed under single pulse excitation. Further experimental details are presented elsewhere.18 A typical fluorescence response of single molecules as a function of time delay is shown in Fig. 3C. The fluorescence decay around zero time delay is readily appreciated.

We have performed pump–dump experiments on various different individual fluorophores and studied the ultrafast pathways in these molecules. Fig. 4 shows representative data for two fluorophores typically employed in single molecule measurements: DiD (1,1′-dioctadecyl-3,3′,3′-tetra-methylindodicarbocyanine) and a perylene diimide (PDI) derivative (N,N′-dipropyl-1,6,7,12-tetrakis-(4′-tert-butyloxy)-3,4,9,10-perylenetetracarboxylic diimide). In both cases we can clearly identify the characteristic reduction in the fluorescence signal for zero time delay. The solid line shows the result of a fit to recover the redistribution times from the different dips. For each dip typically 10⁴ photons have to be collected. This remarkably low number of photons made pump–dump experiments also possible on even relative photo-unstable dyes such as Cy5 and Atto590. Under similar experimental conditions these species stopped emitting after on average ~3×10⁴ photons were collected. Conversely, DiD and PDI are exceptionally photostable dyes (>10⁵ photons collected before photo-reaction) which allow multiple pump–dump delay responses to be measured on the same molecule.

Interestingly, chemically identical molecules under the same conditions can have very different redistribution times. For the DiD molecules depicted in Fig. 4A we find τrer values of 90, 160 and 350 fs. Measuring a large number of DiD molecules in the same matrix (poly(methylmethacrylate), PMMA) we recover a wide distribution of ultrafast decay times with an average time (⟨τrer⟩ = 230 fs), as indicated in Fig. 4C. Experiments on a large number of PDI dyes also embedded in a PMMA matrix result in a similarly broad range of energy redistribution times, however shifted to much shorter values (⟨τrer⟩ = 95 fs). Here it should be noted that for times below 100 fs electronic dephasing will play a dominant role which limits the shortest times observable for PDI.

The fact that the average redistribution times are different for two chemically distinct fluorophores in the same matrix is a first indication that the process being probed is fluorophore specific. We have further investigated this issue by performing pump–dump experiments on the same dye (DiD) embedded in
two different polymer matrices (PMMA and Zeonex). A very minor effect of the surrounding matrix on $\tau_{er}$ has been encountered, the average redistribution times measured for both samples under equivalent excitation conditions taking similar values ($\langle \tau_{er} \rangle = 230$ fs for PMMA and $\langle \tau_{er} \rangle = 180$ fs for Zeonex). Therefore, we conclude that the pump–dump experiments mainly report on an intramolecular process. Indeed, solvent-independent (sub-)picosecond relaxation times in optically excited fluorophores are commonly assigned to intramolecular redistribution of the excited state energy over different vibrational states just after excitation: intramolecular vibrational energy relaxation (IVR). When a molecule is brought into an electronically excited state, IVR ensures a quick redistribution of the vibrational energy of the system over different vibrational modes, while the transfer of its excess of vibrational energy to the environment takes place on a longer (picoseconds) timescale. Noticeably, the initial redistribution of the energy already leaves the molecule in a state from where it can no longer be stimulated back to the ground state. The time measured therefore reports on such an initial IVR process, which results from the coupling between the electronic and vibrational modes of the molecule. A strong coupling will result in a fast redistribution of the energy and thus narrow minimum. Wider minima on the other hand are an indication of a reduced coupling between optically active and inactive modes, resulting in the molecule remaining longer in the initially excited state. The intramolecular coupling determining the IVR dynamics actually depends on several variables, such as the nature of the initial Franck–Condon state prepared by optical excitation, the density of vibrational states it can couple with and the coupling matrix elements between those states. Together with the influence of electronic dephasing, the $\tau_{er}$ differences encountered for distinct fluorophores in our single molecule experiments are hard to rationalize, which complicates direct comparison with IVR times reported in bulk for similar molecules.

The broad distribution of times indicates that in a polymer host at room temperature chemically identical molecules do display large variations in the ultrafast redistribution of their excited state energy. Single molecule experiments have shown already large variations of several spectroscopic parameters for “identical” molecules. For instance the triplet state and singlet excited state lifetime and fluorescence spectra have been shown to vary from molecule to molecule.7–9 Here, however we find that these variations even extend to intramolecular processes on femtosecond timescale. These variations are indicative for the different conformational states of the individual molecules that are induced by the nano-environment. Different conformations result in variations in the coupling between the electronic and vibrational modes, an effect that was observed before in steady state single molecule fluorescence emission spectra.38 These previous studies reported on the coupling between the electronic and ground state vibronic modes, the single molecule pump–dump data now report on the processes taking place in the electronically excited states.

The single colour pump–dump scheme can be extended to a two colour pump–dump scheme to address specific initial and final states. The pump pulse is followed by a red shifted saturating dump pulse which depletes the excited state, in direct competition with the generated fluorescence (Fig. 5A). This scheme is identical to stimulated emission depletion (STED) used for STED microscopy.14 Fig. 5B shows the fluorescence reduction for DiD molecules with 250 fs pump pulse at 580 nm and dump (STED) pulse at 750 nm. Indeed fluorescence can be reduced; however the efficiency depends on the spectral–temporal overlap of the dump pulse with the involved vibrational states. Only for stretched pulses (>4 ps) an appreciable reduction in fluorescence can be achieved due to long-lived vibrational states in the electronic ground state. As a result the decay time reflects the pulse length of the dump pulse, while the recovery time tends towards the fluorescence lifetime. Thus effective stimulated emission depletion comes with loss of information on sub-ps dynamics. The time-bandwidth content of the dump pulse requires further fine-tuning.

An alternative pump–probe scheme can be contemplated (Fig. 5C), in which the ground state vibration is populated directly by an IR pump pulse, followed by a visible probe pulse driving the molecule to the electronic excited state for subsequent fluorescence read-out. A similar scheme was also

![Fig. 5](image-url)  (A) Two colour pump–dump scheme. (B) Two colour pump–dump spectroscopy on DiD molecules. Pump pulse, 250 fs, at 568 nm; dump pulse stretched to 5 ps, at 750 nm. (C) IR–visible pump–probe scheme.
Control of single molecule electronic coherence

The next step in fs excitation of single molecules is to gain control over both the time delay and the relative phase between both pulses. An interesting extra dimension then opens up in the experiments. The experiment can now be described as the first pulse creating a coherent superposition state in the molecule, and the second pulse probing the phase memory in that coherent superposition created by the first pulse. After interaction of the molecule with such pulse sequences, the excited state population probability, and with it the incoherent spontaneous emission, becomes a function of both inter-pulse delay time and phase difference. Notably, the time-phase dependence of the fluorescence can be related to molecular properties influencing excited state dynamics, for example through pure electronic dephasing and incoherent vibrational relaxation.

Fig. 6  Coherent excitation of a two level system. (A) A sequence of phase-locked ultrashort pulses resonantly drives a single molecule between the ground (|1⟩) and lowest excited levels (|2⟩). The state of this two-level system is visualized using the Bloch vector (red arrow) on the Bloch sphere, where the poles correspond to the eigenstates (‘south’: |1⟩, ‘north’: |2⟩) and any other point indicates a coherent superposition between ground- and excited-state electronic wavefunctions. (B) Influence of varying the delay time Δt and relative phase Δϕ on the trajectories of the tip of the Bloch vector. Without electronic dephasing a change of Δt at constant Δϕ does not affect the trajectory (top left sphere). In contrast, in the presence of dephasing the magnitude of the Bloch vector continuously decreases resulting in a measurable change in the exited-state population for increasing Δt (top right). The introduction of a phase change Δϕ at constant Δt allows to manipulate the coherent superposition state by altering the rotation direction of the Bloch vector (bottom). The fidelity of preparation of coherent superposition states is reduced with dephasing (right) as compared with the situation without dephasing (left). (Reproduced with permission from Nat. Phys.25)
sphere, green and blue arrows). Recording the decay of the fluorescence with \( \Delta t \) provides information about the residual coherent superposition state of the molecule. More specifically the degree of (de)coherence can be probed by exploiting the relative phase \( \Delta \phi \) between the electric fields of the laser pulses, because \( \Delta \phi \) determines the rotation direction of the Bloch vector induced by the second pulse. A \( \pi \) phase shift fully inverts the rotation direction and moves the Bloch vector back towards its ground-state position (Fig. 6B, bottom, green arrows: \( \Delta \phi = 0 \), black arrows: \( \Delta \phi = \pi \)). The change of \( \Delta \phi \) therefore allows manipulating the motion of the Bloch vector at a discrete time during loss of phase memory, giving direct insight into the dephasing dynamics of single molecules.

Pulse pair generation by a simple delay line is not sufficient to independently control both time delay and phase difference between pulse pairs; for this, one needs a pulse shaper. An acousto-optic programmable dispersive filter (AOPDF, Dazzler, Fastlite) is a versatile pulse shaper, exploiting acoustic waves travelling in a birefringent acousto-optic crystal to achieve amplitude and phase shaping of an incident fs-pulse. Unfortunately an AOPDF only allows limited bandwidth and low pulse repetition rates. Here we used such an AOPDF to shape the output of an optical parametric oscillator with 18–21 nm FWHM spectral bandwidth, and compress the pulses to the transform-limit of 70–75 fs (FWHM). Moreover a pulse picker reduced the 76 MHz repetition rate to effectively 500 kHz (bunches of pulses with a repetition rate of 25 kHz, repetition rate within bunches: 4 MHz) to match the input of the AOPDF.

With the operation conditions for an AOPDF met, the shaper was used to control both delay time \( \Delta t \) and phase difference \( \Delta \phi \) between the electric fields of the output pulses. The output of the AOPDF was spatially filtered in a lens–pinhole-lens combination, and directed into a confocal microscope.

As a test case to influence single molecule electronic coherences, we excited single TDI (tertylenediimide) molecules in a PMMA film with the phase-locked double-pulse sequences. We used a central wavelength of 630 nm to excite into the moment, i.e. the degree of coherence. Quantum coherence in single molecules with several fluorescing states has been neglected in the fit, because these processes do not contribute within the first 600 fs after excitation. The insets visualise the time-dependent trajectories of the tip of the Bloch vector on the Bloch sphere. The trajectories are displayed for the corresponding traces in Fig. 7A and B for delays of \( \Delta t \), respectively. Inset: development of the tip of the Bloch vector in time for delays of \( \Delta t = 0 \) fs (green) and \( \Delta t = 400 \) fs (blue), respectively. Note that for both phase settings the excitation intensity was always constant during acquisition of the traces. (Reproduced with permission from Nat. Phys. 2014, 12, 123.)

It is fascinating to be able to monitor the evolution of the coherent superposition state of a single molecule at room temperature. For delays shorter than the electronic dephasing time \( T_2^\ast \), one should be able to manipulate the coherent state by variation of \( \Delta \phi \) and subsequent rotation of the Bloch vector. In particular, a \( \pi \) phase difference exactly reverses the rotation direction of the Bloch vector. An example of delay traces with \( \Delta \phi \) flipped from 0 to \( \pi \) is shown in Fig. 7C, with the time-averaged excitation intensity being kept constant during the acquisition of each trace. The emission signals in Fig. 7A and B feature pronounced variations of up to a factor of 2 with decay and recovery times, respectively, of several tens of fs, which reflect the decay of coherences of the TDI molecule with a time constant of about 50 fs. For \( \Delta t > 300 \) fs, the emission remains constant. The change from decaying to rising trace (Fig. 7A and B) is due to stronger interaction between the laser field and the molecular transition dipole moment, i.e. an increased Rabi-frequency. Numerical simulations (red lines) based on the optical Bloch equations for a 2-level system yield a Rabi-frequency of 0.01 fs\(^{-1}\) and 0.06 fs\(^{-1}\) in A and B, respectively, consistent with the higher number of detected photons in B for long delay times. Note that spontaneous emission and non-radiative transitions to the ground state have been neglected in the fit, because these processes do not contribute within the first 600 fs after excitation. The insets visualise the time-dependent trajectories of the tip of the Bloch vector on the Bloch sphere. The trajectories are displayed for the corresponding traces in A and B for delays of \( \Delta t = 0 \) fs (green) and \( \Delta t = 400 \) fs (blue), respectively. Inset: development of the tip of the Bloch vector in time for delays of \( \Delta t = 0 \) fs (green) and \( \Delta t = 400 \) fs (blue).
with the pulses out-of-phase ($\Delta \phi = \pi$). Clearly the coherence results in destructive interference and reduced probability to reach the excited state. It should be noted that the time-averaged excitation intensity was kept constant for all time delay; thus the fluorescence reduction reflects purely the molecular coherence. These data demonstrate convincingly the potential to manipulate the Bloch vector of single molecules at room temperature despite femtosecond dephasing times; for $\Delta t < T_2^*$, the Bloch vector can be rotated to any arbitrary position and any coherent superposition state, by an appropriate choice of $\Delta t$ and $\Delta \phi$.

Comparing the coherent time delay response in Fig. 7 to the incoherent pump–dump response in Fig. 4, it becomes clear that the incoherent experiments contain a phase averaged contribution of the electronic coherence at time scales below 100 fs, while for longer times incoherent vibrational relaxation comes into play. In fact, interplay between electronic dephasing and vibrational relaxation was also observed in the coherent time delay experiments, showing distinctly different time constants which allows disentangling both effects; for details see ref. 20.

5. Single molecule vibrational wavepacket interference

Having established basic phase control of individual molecules, now let’s extend the method to excitation by broadband pulses, covering all vibrational sidebands of the electronic transition. With this, one enters the realm of coherent control: the targeted steering of a quantum system through phase shaped excitation pulses into one state from a multitude of accessible ones. Obviously we aim to maintain the potential of single molecule detection. The coherent control of dynamic processes in molecular ensembles has been implemented in very sophisticated experiments in the last two decades. Using cleverly tailored ultrashort femtosecond pulses, steering of reaction pathways, optimizing energy conversion$^{40-42}$ and control of spatial confinement of optical fields$^{43,44}$ has been shown. Particularly for complex systems such as large (bio)molecules with many nuclear and electronic degrees of freedom, for which ab initio quantum mechanical calculations fail, the elegant approach of genetic self-learning algorithms has led to the coherent control of a wide variety of photo-induced processes.$^{31,42}$ The resulting optimized pulse shape reflects the dynamics of the underlying processes. The closed-loop experiments require a large number of iterations; as a result such approaches are out of reach for fluorescent single molecules, which bleach on a time scale of seconds and provide only a limited number of photocounts. Fortunately optimal control theory and experiments on large molecules have demonstrated that complex pulse shapes can often be simplified to physically more intuitive shapes based on trains of pulses with controlled width, delay and phase relations. Therefore we address single molecules with pairs of broadband pulses, again varying time delay between the envelope $\Delta t$ and relative carrier phase difference $\Delta \phi$. We demonstrate the observation of vibrational wavepacket interference and phase control of the wavepacket for an individual fluorophore at room temperature.$^{21}$

As a molecule of study we use an even higher ryleno homologue than the TDI in the previous section: dinaphthoquarterylenebis(dicarboximide), in short DN-QDI.$^{45}$ DN-QDI is a photostable fluorophore with high quantum efficiency. With its 4 naphthalene units the absorption spectrum is shifted to the near-infrared with a maximum at 700 nm (in toluene
The coherent broad band excitation is provided by the output of a 85 MHz repetition rate mode-locked Octavius Titanium:Sapphire-laser (Octavius-85M, Menlo Systems, Thorlabs). The Octavius spectrum stretches from ~550 nm wavelength to deep into the infrared, spanning an “octave” in frequency, providing a 7 fs pulse when Fourier limited. Here we selected a spectral bandwidth of 120 nm (15 fs) around the central wavelength of 676 nm (green band in Fig. 8A), thus covering nearly the entire DN-QDI absorption spectrum, and interacting with a manifold of vibrational levels in the electronically excited state. We employed a 4f-pulse shaper based on a Spatial Light Modulator (SLM) for dispersion control and pulse shaping (Fig. 8B). The 4f-pulse shaper was in-house adapted from a commercial shaper (MIIPS-box, Biophotonics Solutions Inc.). Pulse calibration was performed using Multiphoton Intrapulse Interference PhaseScan (MIIPS) with the second harmonic spectrum being detected in the sample plane. The shaper is designed in a double-pass configuration with a mirror at the end of the beam path reflecting the light back for a second pass through the shaper (Fig. 8B). This double-pass configuration minimises spatio-temporal coupling and allows larger phase distortions to be compensated.

In all experiments pulses were first compressed to their transform limit of 15 fs (about ±0.1 rad residual spectral phase variation) in the sample plane, using a MIIPS control loop. Finally, as in the previous section, single molecules are excited and detected using a confocal microscope with a high 1.3NA objective and single photon counting avalanche photodiodes (Fig. 8C).

Fig. 9 shows a typical image of a set of individual DN-QDI molecules. The molecules are excited by a delayed pulse pair with an increasing inter-pulse time delay of Δt = 0, 21 and 42 fs, as controlled by the 4f shaper. The excitation power of the pulse pair is kept constant while the carrier phase difference Δϕ between each pulse pair is set to zero. The set of images gives a representative picture of the signal levels and dynamics observed in fs single molecule excitation. Diffraction limited spots (~300 nm FWHM) are observed with different fluorescence intensity, sometimes noisy due to the limited signal/noise ratio (about 10) when detecting single molecules. Upon close inspection of the different panels (0–21–42 fs) one observes molecules #1, 2 and 3 to change from dim to bright to dim. In contrast molecules #4, 5 and 6 rather change from bright to dim to bright. Similar other cases can be discerned. Finally certain molecules, such as #7, 8 and 9 show up in the first panel, but have bleached and disappeared in subsequent panels. The differences from molecule to molecule clearly reflect the heterogeneity at room temperature; each molecule has a slightly different conformation and experiences a locally distinct polymer environment. The heterogeneity affects the molecular dynamics, also on a fs time scale.

Fig. 10A shows the fs time delay (Δt) response of a selected individual molecule for both in-phase (Δϕ = 0) and anti-phase (Δϕ = π) excitation pulses. The relative fluorescence is normalized to the fluorescence at long time delay. The single molecule response shows a strong oscillation of ±10% of the average signal. The oscillations are caused by wave-packet interference: constructive or destructive interference of the excited state wave packets generated by the delayed pulse pair. The wavepacket interference is nicely confirmed by the inverse phase control for (Δϕ = 0) and (Δϕ = π) excitation. Here it should be noted again that the excitation power has been kept constant in all cases. The oscillations persist up to ~100 fs with a period of typically 30–40 fs. Fourier analysis shows a dominant frequency at around 1000 cm⁻¹ (33 THz). Investigating more individual molecules we find distinct oscillations, with a distribution of characteristic wavepacket frequencies and markedly different oscillation phases from molecule to molecule. The ultrafast response of each molecule is determined by the characteristics of its excited state potential energy surface; i.e. in a first approximation by the spectral positions, widths and strengths of the vibrational lines of the absorption spectrum.

The induction of wavepacket interference through excitation by a pulse pair, and the ability to control this interference through the time-phase structure of the excitation pulses, as shown in Fig. 10A, opens the route to full coherent control: optimisation of the excitation into a final state by a pulse sequence with tailored time-phase structure. To explore phase space we designed a series of multiple pulses (four) and systematically varied both their mutual delay time Δt and phase difference Δϕ. Fig. 10B shows the fluorescence in time-phase space for a selected single molecule. Clear fluorescence maxima and minima are observed at certain time-phase combinations. A ~50% maximum at Δt = 20 fs with Δϕ = 0.7π and a ~50% minimum at Δt = 20 fs with Δϕ = 1.7π again confirm the phase control, when switching to the anti-phase. The ratio between the maximal and minimal response is ~3: a fairly high ratio for coherent control experiments, especially at room temperature. The π-shifted maxima and minima follow time-phase lines with a slope of about 23 fs/π. The wave-packet phase evolution can be traced by the optical field, giving insight into the wavepacket group velocity of the chosen molecule. Moreover tracing
the time-phase line one can deduce a decoherence time of 30–40 fs.

6. Two colour phase control of energy transfer in light harvesting complexes

With the basic toolbox for coherent fs single molecule spectroscopy set, we now turn to an important application: ultrafast energy transfer in photosynthetic complexes. In recent years energy transfer in these systems is receiving great attention because of the observation of coherences in 2D-spectroscopy both at cryogenic and at room temperatures, by the Fleming, Scholes and Engel groups. Particularly the discovery of long-lived electronic coherences, up to 200–300 fs, in various photosynthetic complexes (FMO – Fenna–Matthews–Olson; phycobiliproteins from marine cryptophyte algae; LH2 light harvesting 2 complex) has generated strong efforts, both in experiment and theory, to understand their origin and their potential role in biological function. Much of the controversy surrounding these observations stems from the question whether the coherences observed are purely induced by the excitation schemes, or whether they have biological function; and whether the nature of the observed coherence is electronic or vibrational. Moreover, the occurrence of coherences in pigment–protein complexes under physiological conditions challenges the common notion that interactions with the local environment universally lead to decoherence; possibly the protein scaffolds protect electronic coherences.

So far experimental approaches have concentrated on 2D-electronic-spectroscopy on ensembles of pigment–protein complexes at various temperatures and on synthetic multichromophoric model systems. Unfortunately therefore, any observed coherence is a spatial and temporal average over an inhomogeneous distribution and therefore hard to relate to a particular functionality in complex natural systems. Consequently the work presented here on coherent ultrafast detection of individual complexes is vital to unravel the role of coherence in the efficiency of natural photosynthetic complexes.

We address energy transfer in the light-harvesting 2 (LH2) complex of purple photosynthetic bacteria *Rhodopseudomonas acidophila*. LH2 is a ring shaped pigment–protein complex composed of 9 identical subunits, each containing an α- and a β-helix which coordinate 1 carotenoid and 3 bacterioChlorophyll a (bChl a) pigments. The specific binding of the subunits results in the formation of two bChl pigment rings comprising 9 and 18 bChls, respectively. The 9 weakly interacting bChls absorb at ~800 nm (B800 ring), and the 18 strongly excitonically interacting bChls absorb at 850–860 nm (B850 ring), Fig. 11A. Light energy absorbed by the carotenoids or the B800 ring is transferred in about 1 ps to the B850 ring from which the emission occurs with a fluorescence quantum yield of about 10% at room temperature. Single LH2 has been studied extensively, both at cryogenic and room temperatures. The spectroscopic features, including the excitonic coupling in the B850 band, are well documented. The B800–B850 energy transfer is governed by an electronic coupling with intermediate strength, which raises interest in the potential role of quantum coherence in the transfer. For instance, recently a highly optimized 2D spectroscopy of LH2 in solution was performed by the Engel group, searching for the characteristics of the transfer mechanism in LH2.

To address B800–B850 energy transfer in single LH2 complexes we designed a specific two-colour experiment. Laser and 4f-shaper were identical to those described in previous Section 5, but a more red-shifted spectral band was selected. The broad-band 15 fs pulse (grey spectrum in Fig. 11A) was phase-shaped into two time-delayed transform limited pulses with different carrier frequencies that overlap with the B800 and B850 absorptions of LH2, respectively (Fig. 11B). This was achieved by pure phase shaping: a linear phase ramp was selectively applied to the appropriate spectral band in a pulse shaper (green line in Fig. 11A). The slope and off-set give full control over both the delay time, Δt, and the relative carrier envelope phase, Δφ, between both pulses. We detected the fluorescence signal, that is, the total population probability of the lowest-energy and emitting B850 exciton state after interaction with both pulses.
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**Fig. 10** Time-phase control of single-molecule wave packets. (A) Single-molecule fluorescence intensity as a function of the time delay between two in-phase (Δφ = 0) and in-antiphase (Δφ = π) excitation pulses. The excitation intensity was constant for all (Δt, Δφ) combinations except for the (excluded) points near zero delay with Δφ = π. While the main frequency component is around 30 THz (1000 cm⁻¹), the influence of other frequency components is seen. (B) Time-phase fluorescence excitation maps with a four-pulse sequence, with a Δt time delay and a Δφ phase shift between each consecutive pulse in the sequence. The maximum/minimum fluorescence ratio of ~ 3 is achievable through optimization of coherent excitation. The maximum develops as 23 fs/π in the time-phase space. (Reproduced with permission from Nature.)
Fig. 11 Two colour fs phase control of individual light harvesting 2 (LH2) complexes at room temperature. (A) The LH2 complex of the purple bacterium Rps. acidophila consists of two rings of BCHl-a pigments: the B800 ring with 9 fluorophores (blue) and the B850 ring with 18 fluorophores (red), with the characteristic near-infrared absorption bands at 800 and 850 nm, respectively. The exciting laser spectrum is depicted in grey. The green line represents the spectral phase function applied by the 4f-pulse shaper to generate the pulse pair. (B) Concept of the experiment: single LH2 complexes are excited by a two-colour pulse pair with Δt and Δφ generated by applying the spectral phase function. The first (blue) pulse creates an excitation in the B800 band. After energy transfer (ET) to the B850 band, the second (red) time-delayed pulse, resonant with the B850 band, modulates the population transfer to the B850 excited states by quantum interference. The resulting probability is probed by detecting the spontaneous emission from a single complex. (C) Ultrafast fs single molecule data taken on two different individual LH2 complexes. The traces show oscillatory fluorescence intensity variations in dependence of the time delay between the two excitation pulses of different colours. (Reproduced with permission, Science.²³)

Fig. 11C shows two typical two-colour time delay traces of individual LH2 complexes for phase difference Δφ between the two excitation pulses equal to zero. Both complexes exhibit oscillations up to at least 400 fs, with periods of around 200 fs and a contrast of about 15%. The oscillations are attributed to quantum interference between two excitation pathways that populate the same target state, the emitting lowest-energy B850 level. Investigating more LH2 complexes, persistent coherence was observed in many cases, while the interference oscillations occurred over a wide distribution of periods between 140 and 400 fs with a maximum near 200 fs.²³ This broad spread in T implies that each complex features a distinct transfer pathway characterized by its period T. The distribution of T is consistent with an average electronic coupling of J ≈ 50 cm⁻¹ between B800 and high-energy B850 states, indicating that optically dark high-energy B850 exciton states are involved in these first transfer steps.²³

It is intriguing to find that the coherences in LH2 persist almost 10 times longer than the coherences of an isolated fluorophore in a solid state polymer environment (see Fig. 7 and 10). Both the protein scaffold and the relatively strong electronic coupling play a role in protecting the coherence. The interplay between the persistent coherence and energy dissipation by interactions with the surrounding bath directs the excitation energy rapidly toward the lowest-energy B850 target levels, from which further transfer to adjacent complexes occurs. The quantum coherences survive long enough to allow averaging over local inhomogeneities of the excited-state energy landscape and thus to avoid trapping in local energy sinks. At the same time dissipative interactions stabilize the initially created electronic excitations in lower-energy states on sub-ps time scales to create the ultrafast energy funnel to bottom B850 states and to prevent relaxation along competitive loss channels. Based on this reasoning it was predicted that comparable timescales for population transfer, dissipative relaxation and pure dephasing of coherence lead to the highest energy transfer efficiency in photosynthetic light-harvesting complexes.²⁵ The coupling constants and decoherence times found in our study are indeed comparable and seem optimized for individual light harvesting complexes, suggesting that coherence plays an important role in efficient energy transfer.²³

7. Discussion and reflection

When combining femtosecond spectroscopy with detection of individual molecules, one often runs into a difference in jargon between femtosecond spectroscopists and single molecule spectroscopists. A significant fraction of this difference finds its origin in the “regime” in which the experiments take place, specifically the intensity with which one excites the molecule. Terms that are often used interchangeably are “non-saturating” and “saturating”; “linear” and “non-linear”; “weak-field” and “strong-field”, with discussion focussing on questions like the nature of “coherent control” when in the “weak-field” regime, the meaning of “phase” and “coherent” when the interaction is “linear”, what the relation is between “linearity” and “saturation” and what exactly is meant by “non-linear” in a certain context.

“Weak-field” and “strong-field” were not used in this review since especially “strong-field” as a term has largely been adopted by the attosecond community to mean a significant interaction between the electron orbital of an atom/molecule and an impinging electric field, within one oscillation of the electric field. In contrast, “weak-field” has been used to signify the regime in which the interaction between the molecular dipole and the electric field is weak enough as to not cause Rabi-oscillations. The regimes are two extremes on a
continuum of increasing intensity. Our experiments morph quite naturally from ‘weak-field’ into ‘strong field’ depending on the orientation of the molecule in the sample, i.e. the overlap between the excitation dipole and the incident electric field, as shown in e.g. Fig. 7. It therefore makes little sense to make a hard statement about the “regime” in which these experiments take place.

The same largely holds for the other terms. In the picture posited above, “saturation” would mean an intensity so high that the molecule undergoes fast oscillation between ground and excited states, without an increase in intensity significantly increasing the excited state population probability. In pulsed experiments this explanation of the term lacks clarity, but in the same vein as weak-field and strong-field, it can easily be explained in terms of the Bloch vector and Rabi oscillations, where “saturating” would then simply mean having a Rabi-frequency significantly higher than the decoherence rate, and “non-saturating” the opposite.

“Linear” and “nonlinear” have the added complication that both terms can be used in two different ways: they can mean the same as “weak-field” and “strong-field” above, or they can be used to signify an interaction with one, vs. multiple photons. This is a subtle difference, but it would be possible to e.g. have a 1-photon interaction in the strong field regime, or a 2-photon interaction in the weak-field regime and have both be described as either “linear” or “non-linear”.

We have therefore opted to consistently adopt a semi-classical picture in which the interaction with light is described in terms of fields (where every interaction with either “one” or “multiple” photons is probabilistic), and we have tried to avoid the terms “linear” and “non-linear”. Since the strong-field association with attoscience is quite influential, we also chose not to use “weak-field” and “strong-field”, and have opted for the terms “saturating” or “non-saturating” when we needed to delineate the two extremes of interaction between the molecule and the electromagnetic field.

A consistent application of the semi-classical picture used throughout in this review supplies a model that naturally encompasses all dynamics observed in our experiments. However, the discussion of “regime” of the experiment often leads to other questions pertaining to coherence and phase, observed and induced coherence, and the distinguishability of different types of couplings and coherences in molecules. Below, we will discuss some of these issues.

**Time vs. frequency domain description and the role of the spectral phase**

From a purely theoretical view-point, measurements in the time domain and in the frequency domain can be thought to be equivalent, straightforwardly linked through the Fourier transformation. It is true that ultrafast pulses can be described both in the time-domain and frequency domain without loss of information. In a naive fashion, this could lead one to believe that pulse shaping experiments yield results equivalent to those that can be obtained using tuneable CW lasers. Yet this notion ignores the most important aspect of the spectral description of ultrafast pulses: the spectral phase. Generally speaking, it is therefore impossible to describe the results of ultrafast experiments in terms of CW spectroscopy: the spectral phase is an integral part of the experiment and determines the dynamics induced in molecules using ultrashort pulses.

In fact to consider an experiment with pulses equivalent to an experiment with tuneable CW light, one has to meet very strict conditions: (1) the experiment is performed in the “non-saturating” (i.e. linear, weak-field etc.) regime, (2) only Fourier limited pulses are used (i.e. all shaping is amplitude shaping and the spectral phase is flat throughout), (3) the experiment is not limited by the amount of read-out photons available. Only in this limiting case, an experiment with ultrafast pulses can be thought of as spectroscopy in a different set of bases. Note that condition (3) is vital here, since the only way in which these two experiments contain the same information is when both have enough readout photons to encompass the entire time (frequency) space. However, these conditions are typically not imposed on ultrafast experiments and are certainly never met in single molecule experiments, where even if conditions (1) and (2) are met, the limited amount of photocycles available before photobleaching will ensure that a time domain experiment would result in a complementary dataset to a frequency domain experiment.

Phrased differently, this also shows the richness of ultrafast experiments compared to CW experiments; a description in the frequency domain shows that with tuneable CW lasers, spectral amplitude is the only accessible parameter, whereas with ultrafast pulse shaping, both spectral amplitude and phase are independently addressable. This changes the experiment from taking place in a 1D parameter space to a 2D parameter space and leads to proportionally more access to information.

**Electronic vs. vibrational coherence; coherence in the site basis vs. coherence in the exciton basis**

In pump probe experiments, as described in Sections 4, 5 and 6, one induces a coherent superposition with the first pulse, to be probed with the second pulse. Typically this probes coherence in the exciton basis, i.e. between eigen-states of a quantum system, indicative of quantum dynamics in the system under investigation induced by interaction with coherent light. The coherence can be both vibrational and electronic; it depends on the system in question, the selected pump and probe wavelengths, and the signal observed, which is being probed. For instance, in the experiments in Section 4, only an electronic ground state and an electronic excited state were involved, and the response measured (Fig. 7) is indicative of the decay of electronic coherence. In Section 5, a degenerate broadband pump probe experiment was performed, where the fast oscillations were indicative of vibrational coherence, while the decaying envelope around the oscillations is again the decay of electronic coherence (Fig. 10).

Using the two colour method described in Section 6, a coherent contribution to the energy transfer between B800 and B850, mediated by electronic coupling, was measured in LH2. Although it is a matter of theoretical debate whether the
method presented there is also suited to probe vibrational coherence, the oscillations in Fig. 11C can confidently be attributed to electronic coherence: any vibrational signal would have to stem from Franck–Condon active, i.e. optically accessible, vibrations. LH2 has been extensively analysed in steady state spectroscopy, both at cryogenic and biological temperatures, and no vibrational mode with an energy corresponding to the 200 fs period we measured has been identified to couple to the electronic transition. Conversely, this period could be described by an electronic B800–B850 coupling constant \( J = 50 \text{ cm}^{-1} \) which is well in the range of values measured over the years. In other words, here we measured electronic coherence between electronically excited eigenstates of the LH2 complex, that is induced by the coupling \( J \) and not by specific excitation conditions. As such this is an intrinsic property of the molecular assembly. This constitutes a fundamentally different situation from the [much shorter lived] ground – excited state electronic coherence described in Section 4 and the vibrational wave packets in Section 5, which can only be created by a specific excitation with an external field.

To conclude, the coherence measured in molecular systems can be both of vibrational and electronic nature; which is probed depends on the system in question, the selected pump and probe wavelengths, i.e. the molecular levels involved, the spectral bandwidths of pump and probe pulses, and possible (electronic) interactions between chromophores within an assembly.

8. Conclusions

We have presented an overview of recent advances in the detection of ultrafast dynamics of single molecules. Examples on electronic coherence, vibrational wave-packet interference, vibrational relaxation decay and coherent electronic energy transfer, illustrate the versatility of the technology. Most importantly single (bio)molecules in their natural ambient condition can be addressed which is crucial for applications in biology and molecular photonics. Particularly the detection of persistent coherences in individual light harvesting complexes provides an unprecedented look into the functioning of photosynthetic energy transfer, with guidelines for efficient energy flow through molecular systems.

Probably the main conclusion that can be drawn from this set of investigations is that coherence, both induced and intrinsic, is relevant to the interaction of light with complex molecules and molecular assemblies at room temperature. Single molecule experiments greatly facilitate the observation of coherent effects in complex systems under these conditions. On a fundamental level, they provide the opportunity to investigate molecular dynamics under conditions previously unattainable; they allow observing of quantum mechanics “at work” in everyday circumstances; and they shed light on the (quantum) physics underlying heavily evolved molecular systems. It is important to realize that, due to intermolecular heterogeneity, single molecule experiments provide a realistic look of the coherence times in each unit; bulk experiments would tend to underestimate coherence times due to inhomogeneous averaging. Equally important is realizing that the ergodicity principle (i.e. time-averaging equals ensemble averaging) does not hold for investigations on systems in functional interaction with a structured environment, and for measurements based on limited photocounts and observation times. As such, while bulk experiments are indispensable for calibrating structurally determined responses of complex molecular systems, single molecule research provides an approach to discover the functional characteristics of complex molecules. Further femtosecond single molecule investigations like the ones presented here, in combination with theoretical calculations, have the potential to resolve the dynamics and photophysics of complex molecular systems previously out of reach of physical study.

All schemes presented here rely on fluorescence detection. Many interesting systems do fluoresce and can be studied on a fs time scale, yet the dependence on fluorescence comes with rapid photo-reactive and blinking, both of which complicate long term systematic observations. Thus it remains important to undertake for alternative detection schemes such as absorption, stimulated emission, Raman scattering or enhancement to endeavor for alternative detection schemes such as absorption, stimulated emission, Raman scattering or enhancement by nanoantennas. Hopefully, in the near future, fs spectroscopy with single molecule sensitivity will form part of the extensive palette of molecular spectroscopic methodologies.
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